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Introduction:  Baltis Vallis is a canali-type chan-
nel on Venus with nearly constant width over its
6800-km length [1].  It is interpreted to have formed
in a single eruptive event; therefore, it represents a
marker of constant time and can be used to illuminate
the stratigraphic sequence of the units, proposed by
[2], with which it interacts.  The channel must also
have formed with an initially constant downhill gradi-
ent; its present topography, which is quite deformed,
can be used to interpret regional tectonic history [3].

Stratigraphic relations: One-half of the Baltis
Vallis, from its source to 38° N, was studied.  Over
this distance, the channel crosses only the low radar
backscatter wrinkle ridged plains unit (Pwr1).  Where
Pwr1 fills basins between ridge belt (RB) highs, the
channel runs down the centers of these basins.  Its
course avoids units that presently have high topogra-
phy, such as RB and tessera (Tt).  Baltis Vallis is em-
bayed by higher radar backscatter wrinkle ridged
plains (Pwr2).  It is deformed by wrinkle ridges.  Thus
Baltis Vallis predates the emplacement of Pwr2 lavas
and the formation of wrinkle ridges, but postdates
Pwr1, RB, and Tt.  It is possible that Baltis Vallis is a
constructional channel associated with the emplace-
ment of Pwr1 and is therefore the same age as that unit
[4].  These relationships are consistent with the stra-
tigraphy of [2], indicating that a very large region
experienced volcanism associated with the emplace-
ment of Pwr1 at the same time.  Wrinkle ridge forma-
tion postdated the emplacement of the plains units
(and Baltis Vallis).

In recent stratigraphic studies the wrinkle ridged
plains have been divided into subunits based on radar
backscatter [5] or flow features [6], but it is not clear
whether these subunits represent distinct global pulses
of lava or points along a continuum of regional vol-
canic events [5, 7].  Baltis Vallis is observed to have
formed only in the older Pwr1 unit and is clearly em-
bayed by two Pwr2 flows separated by more than 1000
km (47.5°N, 162°E and 52°N, 180°E).  Thus we con-
clude that Pwr2 represents a discrete pulse of volcan-
ism on a large scale.  If the stresses that caused the
deformation of the plains units were continuous from
pre-Pwr times, as we have already suggested, then
Pwr2 should show less deformation or should “feel”
the current topography to a greater extent than Pwr1,
preferentially filling valleys and flowing down the
steepest gradients.  Pwr2 flows do lie in areas that are

currently topographically low (Fig. 1); however, many
flows can be found on local highs, flowing in direc-
tions that are not presently downhill.

Topographic variations along the course of
Baltis Vallis: Though expected to have a downhill
gradient, the present topography of Baltis Vallis was
found by [3] to have sharp rises and falls over a verti-
cal range of more than 2 km and to be higher at its
terminus (elevation ~6051.7 km) than at its source
(~6051.15 km).  Two observed large wavelengths of
deformation were suggested to correspond with com-
pressional ridges (~100s of km scale) and regional
basins (~1000s of km scale).

The general character of the topographic highs and
lows that Baltis Vallis crosses are narrow ridges sepa-
rated by broader basins; these basins may be circular
(Fig. 1) or linear (Fig. 2).  The tectonic ridges must
posdate the formation of Baltis Vallis, yet they are
observed to have the same orientation as ridges in RB
and the shield plains unit (Psh), clearly predating the
emplacement of Pwr1, since that unit embays them.
Frequently, the trends of discrete topographic highs
formed in RB or Psh can be seen to continue, in a
subdued fashion, across Pwr1 and the course of Baltis
Vallis (Fig. 2).  Two possible conclusions may be
drawn from these observations: 1) the stresses that
caused the deformation that formed the ridge belts
existed both before and after the emplacement of the
plains units, or 2) the present deformation of Pwr ex-
presses the subsurface topography of the preexisting
units (Psh, RB, and Tt), and subsidence of Pwr has
caused the expression of this ancient topography on
the surface.

In the region surrounding Baltis Vallis, the defor-
mation produced long ridges and basins trending pre-
dominantly NNW.  However, a large block of tessera,
around which the course of the canali flows, trends
orthogonal to these ridges.  Near the tessera block the
linear pattern of the ridges and basins is disrupted,
producing cell-like basins bordered by particularly
large and bright wrinkle ridges (Fig. 1).

A particularly interesting topographic relationship
is shown in Figure 2.  Though Baltis Vallis is ex-
pressed as a single channel through most of its length,
at 39°N, 161°E it is observed to anastomose in two
stretches for a distance of 200 km.  The anastomosing
sections are located atop topographic highs that the
channel cuts across.  Presently, Baltis travels uphill in
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order to cross these barriers, but we infer that some
minimal expression of the ridges must have existed in
the past, causing the channel to anastomose.

Conclusions: The short time of formation of the
canali Baltis Vallis allows the relative age dating of
stratigraphy and tectonic events in the region in which
it formed.  Observations support the consistency of the
previously suggested global stratigraphy [2,5] on at
least the scale of Baltis Vallis itself (1000s of km), and
suggest the regional coherence of the Pwr2 subunit.
Present topography reflects a continuity of deforma-
tion over a long time scale through the formation of
RB, Psh, and Pwr.  Since post-Pwr1 topography did
not control the emplacement of Pwr2, this continuity
of deformation style seem to require that Pwr2 formed
quickly after the emplacement of Pwr1.  These conclu-
sions agree with an independent estimate of the time
scale of Pwr emplacement performed by [8] using
counts of craters embayed by Pwr.
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Figure 1.  Perspective view of a region near the source
of Baltis Vallis (50°N, 180°E) where it is embayed by
Pwr2.
Figure 2.  Perspective view of a region near 40°N,
160°E where Baltis Vallis is seen to anastomose as it
crosses several ridges in Pwr1.

Unit Description
Cdp craters of impact origin
Pwr2 radar-bright plains deformed by wrinkle ridges
Pwr1 radar-dark plains deformed by wrinkle ridges
Psh radar-dark plains peppered with volcanic shields
RB clusters of densely spaced en echelon ridges
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